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· More than 60 different currencies available
· Multi language: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Greek
· Currency auto detect 
· User friendly

SC-K2
Currency Sorter
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The new SC-K2 is a high quality value counter and sorter that will deliver outstanding results. With an entirely new design to 

create a smaller yet more powerful cash processor.

Ready for a heavy duty role
The SC-K2 is designed to offer top performance in heavy-duty cash processing 
operations. This highly efficient 2-pocket machine makes non-stop processing 
possible. Any suspect or unrecognised notes are off-sorted to a reject pocket 
without interrupting the processing flow.

Sensors and counterfeit detection
The SC-K2 is equipped with the latest sensor technology, including MG, UV, IR and 
image detection, to help you find counterfeit notes. SC-K2 can be programmed 
with multiple currencies and bill sets including  Scottish and Northern Ireland bank 
notes. The SC-K2 conveniently detects the currency automatically so there is no 
need to switch between different currency modes. 

Cost effective
This high speed yet cost effective counter has been upgraded with the latest 
technology and features to provide you with the most cost effective banknote 
counter yet.

Password protection
All user levels have password protection, from factory settings to administrator, 
service technician and various preset user settings, which ensures that 
only qualified personnel have access to the menus and options they have 
been trained for.

Modular design
With a service-friendly modular design it is easy to replace parts and carry out 
daily maintenance, which means low servicing costs and short service-related 
downtimes. Updates are made quick and easy through the USB port. This includes 
all updates and upgrades concerning new notes.

User Friendly
This compact yet high performing note counter/sorter has a 4.3 inch touch screen. 
The user interface was designed to be intuitive and convenient for the users. It 
can also be connected direct to a printer to provide the user with all the count 
information in a simple print out.

Technical Specifications

Width 265 mm

Depth 270 mm

Height 273 mm

Weight Approx. 8.8 kg

Voltage DC24V, 12V

Speed 1,000 notes/min - value counting

Hopper capacity 500 notes

Reject pocket 100 notes

Sorting pockets 200 notes

Processable Width 100–185 mm

Material Height 50-90 mm

Currency Max 7 currencies

Material Paper and polymer substrates

Language English (optional other languages)

Sensors UV, MG, IR, US

Display 4.3” Touch screen

Superior financial and operational control
The counter works seamlessly with the unique monitoring software solution, SoftOne Intelligence, and the Cash Center processing solution, Connect Cash. 
The management platform offers you superior financial and operational control of cash and brings the very most out of your new counter. Maximize the value 
of your business and benefit from best-in-class cash handling technology and system.

· ERP integration 

· Automatic 
· Report generation reconciliation

· Financial control

High speed, cost effective counter that is easy to maintain

Compact, High-Performing Value Sorter


